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The reality is that the Hawks face long odds of drafting a player who ends up being a solid bench player, much 

less a difference-maker, if they stay at No. 48.

Of course that doesn’t mean it’s impossible. 

“We get guys that go undrafted and become starters,” said Ryan Blake, the NBA’s co-director or scouting. 

“[J.J.] Barea, Wes Matthews, Landry Fields–it happens a lot. There is a different philosophy in the second 

round. You know, maybe a guy can come in and be that shooter. You never know what is going to happen.

“Regardless of what you get, you want to give them the opportunity to make that team. Plus, I think there will 

be some surprises of guys left going into the second round that might fall into their lap. The old international 

pick can always be a good thing, too, like Ginobili.”

Blake identified some “under the radar guys” that might fit what the Hawks are looking for:

Vernon Macklin 

Diante Garrett 

Andrew Goudelock 

Ben Hansbrough 

Nolan Smith 

Josh Harrellson 

Brad Wanamaker 

Demetri McCamey 

Isaiah Thomas 

Malcolm Thomas 

Iman Shumpert 

DeAndre Liggins 

Casey Mitchell 

E’twaun Moore

Blake said these guys are potential “surprises to be gobbled up if they slip to the second round.”

Jon Leuer 

JaJuan Johnson 

Charles Jenkins

Un-Smoove sailings?

Adrian Wojnarowski weighed in with the latest Smoove trade speculation. Others have since jumped into the 

fray.
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It’s no secret that Josh is more frustrated than ever with what he perceives to be unfair criticism of his game by 

media, fans, and even L.D.. 

Josh’s supporters have long argued that he catches more flak for missing shots than any of his teammates. It’s 

a fair point, but their pleadings don’t usually acknowledge that it’s not about Josh missing shots as much as it 

is about him taking more shots that he (historically) hasn’t made. J.J. had an awful season shooting the ball 

(and took a lot of heat for it) but it’s not as if he has a track record of missing the shots he was taking.

Josh’s supporters counter that because he played more small forward in L.D.’s motion offense he got the ball 

on the perimeter more by design. L.D. maintained that he called plays for Josh in the post only to see him drift 

back outside. That’s always hard to figure from an outside’s perspective, but I’d say a better defense of Josh is 

that L.D. seemingly didn’t say much about the jump shots until they stopped falling.

It’s true the Hawks have gauged trade interest in Smoove, just like they did at the deadline. It makes sense 

because he’s probably their best chance to get a real player in return (though remember Josh has a trade 

kicker that’s now valued at about $4 million). None of this means that a deal is imminent or even probable. 

The Hawks keep downplaying Smoove’s unhappiness, and he hasn’t asked them for a trade. He’s long been a 

favorite of ownership, too. I just don’t see the Hawks dumping Smoove in a weak trade just because he feels 

he’s taking too much blame. He’s too valuable for that.

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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